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About This Game

IronWolf VR is a roomscale submarine game playable either as singleplayer or online co-op. Unleash torpedoes on enemy ships,
shoot down fighters and bombers using anti-aircraft guns, and attempt to survive depth charges dropped by deadly destroyers.

Built from the ground up for VR, each part of the submarine has been crafted for the best possible VR experience.

Gameplay

Fast paced shooting to repel enemy planes with the flak gun

Stealthily hunt enemy convoys

Duel with enemy destroyers
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Controls and Instruments

All submarine controls are physically based wheels, levers and switches that mimic their real life counterparts

Haptics and 3D audio provide you with detailed feedback for fine control and immersion

All submarine dials and gauges have been designed to be easily readable with the current resolution of consumer VR
headsets

Locomotion

We have carefully planned and designed our submarine to be immersive in the minimum room scale space of 2m x 1.5m

All controls within each compartment of the submarine are fully accessible without immersion breaking teleports in the
minimum room scale space

Teleports between compartments are handled by physical controls such as operating a door or pulling open a hatch for
increased immersion

Single and Multi player

Cooperative online multiplayer

Play on your own by enabling assists to your requirements
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Title: IronWolf VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Ionized Studios
Publisher:
Ionized Studios
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: CPU: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Easily in my top 5 pudding-themed shooters of all time.. Not nearly enough questions, and typos and lack of variety. Fell asleep
playung it so wasn\u2019t allowed a refund.
It is alpha though apparently so let\u2019s see. The response time and interface etc is well done but I cannot recommend it alas..
Doesn't actually unlock the weapons.. I think its worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
If you aren't as crazy about Soul Calibur as I am, maybe wait for a sale for the season pass.. If you like hardcore platformers you
will love this game. It has all the basic elements you would want, tight controls, great level design, and a cool grappling hook
mechanic that opens up lots of fun level designs. It also has a cute story and well written dialogue that will make you chuckle
from time to time.

The game is divided into 4 worlds, each with 7 levels, one story segment, and a boss fight at the end. Each individual level is
further divided into several checkpoints, which is great, because even though you will die a lot you will never have to replay
long sections of a level and there is literally always a check point after a tough segment. The bosses are standard fare, you will
die a few times learning their patterns but none of them are tough once you know how to dodge their attacks.

The game took me just shy of 2 hours to beat, there are also leaderboards for time trials if you are into that sort of thing. The
game has a pretty good difficulty curve, the earlier levels teach you the skills you need to pass the later levels and other than an
obscenely difficult last level, the game never feels unfair.

Definitely worth a buy.. Creepy but fun! This game is so original: an arcade-style exorcist simulator. I will be replaying this
many times!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4g9BAHDCzyA. had a lot of fun in the three hours i have played and i would love to play
more but there isnt much levels, and i dont expect more to come any time soon :(. Decided to conform to the Vince Mcmahon
philosophy of bigger guys with no mic skills being champion, and silly divas angles mized with an assortment of squash matches
that buried potentially good talent. Went bankrupt.

10\/10 - Not realistic
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Took about 8 hours to beat, not as good as Loren Amazon Princess but not bad either.

The alchemy mini game was fun for a short while and then it became tiresome, wasn't hard at all though. Don't freak out about
days, you have plenty of time for everything.

. It has great ambiance, an interesting story and overall fun gameplay. Except for the dying. Starvation in particular is incessant
and irritating. By day 3 of 12 days I couldn't keep my character alive. You get resuscitated but with less max health, and the
same hunger and no health bar, after which you promptly die again since you can't even make it someplace before you die of
starvation once again. Do the devs understand that starvation actually takes a really, really long time? You wouldn't even starve
once in twelve days, and if I eat a fish and milk I should have staved off hunger completely for a day. Anyway, I want to play
but I gave up.. Epic bought Psyonix. Don't listen to what your friends tell you. The game is fun now, but will become boring and
tiring with EPIC's lack of care for the games under their wing. Spend your 20$ on something more worthwhile.. A Great ending
to a great trilogy, its ups outweighs its downs.
brought some tears here and there, still cant get over the fact of how it ended, don't worry, mouth sealed!. This Announcer is...
ok... I wasn't really expecting much from him in the first place, however how he announces is actually kinda unique.

Instead of announcing, he tells a story of a fallen civilisation and how the current battle your in resembles it, this is a really cool
idea and I like it a lot, however Xi is really bland compared to the other announcers, and I don't think he gets any really funny
lines.

Overall an ok announcer, for me I'll be sticking with Wraithlord Scoop and David Attenslug.
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